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CALIFORNIA MOTORCYCLE CLUB (CMC) 'BLEW IT!' FAILED TO GET PERMIT IN TIME FOR ANNUAL EVENT, AND HAVE PLACED THE BLAME ON EVERYONE BUT THEMSELVES!

The CMC annual event called a "carnival!" which has been held for the past ten years on the premise that it raises money for charities, went on, but not as usual as the CMC officials failed to obtain an "itinerant show permit". The permit is necessary for a group that is not an on-going business, etc., as such places as Seaman's Hall, California Hall, these places do not have to have a permit as they are places of public assembly and are used as such. But for some reasons best known to CMC, they chose at the last minute to change their location from the Seaman's Hall to the old deserted Tow-Car Association Garage/Yellow Cab Garage at 265 Turk Street. The CMC did obtain the permits for the alcohol sales, and for the permits for the "itinerant show" from the Fire Department. But for some unknown reason, they failed until too late to gain the needed permit for the booth activities. The fault has to lie entirely with the organizers of the event and no one else.

But at the event, Bay Area Reporter publisher, Bob Ross, who is being sued by the Rev. Ray Broshears (the suit was filed in late 1976 and is still going on, costing Mr. Ross and his insurance company much money so far) got on the microphone and laid the blame for things not being as they usually were, on the Rev. Ray Broshears. CMC official, Todd Grabow did so also. As usual in tales revolving around the controversial civil rights activists, there was little and in this case, no truth to the charges by Bob Ross or Todd Grabow concerning the permits for the affair.

Officer Ray West, SFPD, of the Central Station, in whose jurisdiction the affair was held, told us that Todd Grabow had come to him for an "itinerant show permit" but that it was too late. Officer West said that he had not heard from Rev. Ray on the matter until Monday morning when an enraged Broshears called the officer demanding to know just what the hell is going on. And as Officer Ray West stated earlier, the Rev. Ray Broshears had not one thing to do with the CMC failure to gain a permit, that the officials had applied too late for the necessary hearing.

Ross and others stated that Broshears had stirred the neighbors up against the affair, but a hard and thorough check showed this to be false also. It was reported that the Salvation Army was not in favor of such an activity across the street from their Turk Street location. Several years ago, at 225 Turk Street, the old Helpline Hands Gay Community Center in its last days had troubles with the Salvation Army when they moved across the street and later the gay center closed down. The second part of the CMC weekend affair was held at the Bulldog Baths in the 100 block of the street, and there it is reported that the enbattled B.A.R. publisher went on another tirade against the Rev. Broshears saying he had cost charities some $40,000 in donations. A charge which is totally false as usual.

It is obvious to most that anytime anything goes wrong, the gay community's favorite "scapegoat" is the Rev. Ray Broshears, and mostly for the fact he has dared to stand up to and defy most of the so-called "holy cows" of the gay community. As to threats made by some of the leather crowd in attendance against the life of the Rev. Broshears, for an act he did not commit, the San Francisco Police Department are looking into it, and quite possibly action will be taken against some very big and loud mouths.

Whatever, CMC blew it! Not the SFPD or Rev Ray!
**But for what I am**

For the Part of me
That you can't help
Into my heaped-up heart
Of my every day
To make me good.

Out of works
I love you because you
More than any creed
Because you have done •

But a temple;

Perhaps tnat is what
By being yourself.

I love you because you
For Christmas. If you can help them, send a donation to: P.O. Box

** Treat Me...**
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Dear Editor:

Well, Ray, Ray, here we go again! Ronald Reagan and the Moral Majority fund­amentalist Christians like "Ayatollah" Jerry Falwell and that local religious bigot Charles "Fartwell" Laxalt are again using the hustlings of the poor to sell their personal political agenda. These moral hypocrites are using each other and they seek to involve the rest of us in their narrow-minded bigotry of religious intolerance, repression and implementation of stigma­gic guilt onto those individuals who don't agree with their own version of "righteousness." But real, honest and responsible ho­mosexuals and heterosexuals can see through the greasepaint, fire and brimstone, McCarthyism, racism, anti-Semitism, censorship, racism, and injustice that their brand of Christianity re­present. We know that these things are not me­morial stones of history and that we must be aware of the ignorance and the malice that our world is. Diversity has made America great and one of a kind. It's unspeakable and dangerous to think we should all believe and think alike. Nowadays, religion and politics are big business. The Rev. Ray in the Constitu­tion that includes homosexuals and nubian­ians has been slyly and fragrantly violated and made a mockery of by religious stories like the Reverend Jerry Falwell. Paul Laxalt (Laxalt N- Nevada a U.S. Senator) and Graham Gourley and those local local loners: Cona-Foster, Ahi! Let's not forget those electronic TV media preachers like Fred and the Reverend Jerry Falwell. These religious swindlers who while asking for your money contributions claim they will save your soul from sin (at a rev­enue).

It's a proven fact that all these Chris­tians create more division and maldynasty. In light of this, the time is ripe to proceed and abuse their church power for the sole pur­pose of achieving political and legisla­tive gains. In light of this, the time is ripe to proceed and abuse their church power for the sole pur­pose of achieving political and legisla­tive gains.

IT'S TIME THAT THIS MONUMENTAL effort be terminated, which seeks to implement a theocratic one, which is against the Constitution and against the rights of all individuals. This group who are the so-called Christians for the American Way and the "Ayatollah" Jerry Falwell and that local religious bigot Charles "Fartwell" Laxalt are again using the hustlings of the poor to sell their personal political agenda. These moral hypocrites are using each other and they seek to involve the rest of us in their narrow-minded bigotry of religious intolerance, repression and implementation of stigma­gic guilt onto those individuals who don't agree with their own version of "righteousness." But real, honest and responsible ho­mosexuals and heterosexuals can see through the greasepaint, fire and brimstone, McCarthyism, racism, anti-Semitism, censorship, racism, and injustice that their brand of Christianity re­present. We know that these things are not me­morial stones of history and that we must be aware of the ignorance and the malice that our world is. Diversity has made America great and one of a kind. It's unspeakable and dangerous to think we should all believe and think alike. Nowadays, religion and politics are big business. The Rev. Ray in the Constitu­tion that includes homosexuals and nubian­ians has been slyly and fragrantly violated and made a mockery of by religious stories like the Reverend Jerry Falwell. Paul Laxalt (Laxalt N- Nevada a U.S. Senator) and Graham Gourley and those local local loners: Cona-Foster, Ahi! Let's not forget those electronic TV media preachers like Fred and the Reverend Jerry Falwell. These religious swindlers who while asking for your money contributions claim they will save your soul from sin (at a rev­enue).

It's a proven fact that all these Chris­tians create more division and maldynasty. In light of this, the time is ripe to proceed and abuse their church power for the sole pur­pose of achieving political and legisla­tive gains. In light of this, the time is ripe to proceed and abuse their church power for the sole pur­pose of achieving political and legisla­tive gains.
ENTERTAINMENT

"GHOSTS...FLAWED PRODUCTION!"

A hundred years ago when Henry James wrote "A Doll's House" a play, "A Doll's House" walked out on her husband and children, it was a door slam heard around the world. Even now doesn't do such things in those days. So when another play in answer to the public outcry. In "Ghosts" he plays the effect of a love that did not last, the children of her marriage were bad, if she stayed with her family merely for the sake of her children and other people's opinion. "Ghosts," is not a play on record, in stating his one in "Ghosts" because he has created a situation in which the line of his family is graphically drawn to the son. Certainly not all children of a bad marriage, or a marriage, develop, develop, develop, as does Gerda in "Ghosts." Symbolically, however, there has made his point. Children do not necessarily benefit if a wife endures and suffers and dies to hold a marriage together; they may end up worthless and useless. (It may seem)

"Ghosts" isn't often produced in the modern theatre, and we owe a lot of happiness to Arthur Stenly, who chose to see this play. Its a flawed production, under Allen Fletcher's direction, of course. Even though "Ghosts" is not a complete one, some of the characters are so america, the basic theme -- i.e. that we foolishly cling to ghost stories and overlook the real world, is as relevant today as it was in the late 1800's.

Anne Lawlor gives a restrained performance as Mrs. Alving, without the power and intensity given the role by great actresses of the past. One song for her to the part by the witch and shake the audience. "Ghosts" is a play that is worth the time and effort of the actors, who know what they're coming to see. Redding, however, offers a different approach.

The art in art at Kimo's, Redding, is a very good set of "Oscar Wilde's" as well. "Oscar Wilde's" is a very good set of "Oscar Wilde's" as well, during which she hit some high notes and emitted sounds reminiscent of Miss Kevin. (Redding told me that) but she was supplied the high notes by the set designer, and she was a success story, a fairly success story, a fairly successful story.

Ralph Fienns is excellent. The background music which director Fletcher has chosen to employ is distracting rather than mood creating. But I do recommend that you see "Ghosts" anyway. It's classic b-s one of the world's greatest playwrights and it may be rather to them to see, you have the chance to see it again.

DOUGLAS DEAN

"FOOTLIGHT FRESZY'S...THE WHOLE THING IS LUNACY"

If you've seen a production of George Kelly's classic comedy "The Torch-Bearers," you know what it looks like when "The Torch-Bearers," you know what it looks like when a group of rank amateurs try to put on a play. They make all the blunders that amateurs are capable of making. And, if you're in tune with the basic concept you probably love it. But "Footlight Frenzy" is so original that you may still find it amusing.

"Footlight Frenzy" is a one-joke idea. Everything imaginable goes wrong with a group of rank amateurs trying to put on a show. They make all the blunders that amateurs are capable of making. And, if you're in tune with the basic concept you probably love it. But "Footlight Frenzy" is so original that you may still find it amusing.

DOUGLAS DEAN

THEATER

"HAY FEVER...A SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTION!"

In the 20's and 30's, critics labeled Noel Coward as thin and superficial. In the 40's and 50's, they were considered passe. But for the past fifteen years, with constant revivals of such hits as "Private Lives," "Blithe Spirit" and numerous others, Coward's reputation has soared to the pinnacle of success. "Footlight Frenzy," a new production of Coward's "Horse Feathers" is a superlative production. "Footlight Frenzy" is an interesting, well-oiled, perfectly polished production. "Footlight Frenzy" is a delight to see.

DOUGLAS DEAN
TOPMAN is a real bottomfeeder... and if the film is 10% as good as the last one you saw in your last 10 movies, it should be a fine film. Especially when you compare it to some of the other pics the Screening Room has had. But there is a flick that has to be a hit merely because of the chemistry involved... Wil Seegers, one of the stars of "A Tool & Die." Al Parker of "Inch", Steve Scott who directed the great film, "Jockey" has directed this film, "Wanted." Opening up about Thanksgiving.

Several new dancers at the Screening Room! The Nob Hill Cinema is still showing that super fine flick "Rear Deliveries." Lee Mandle can make a front delivery here anytime he wants. Not while the film is on screen tho...at night!

Fine flick "Rear Deliveries." Lee Mandle can make a front delivery here anytime he wants.

Fred Halsted has a "new" film...excuse me, new one. The SFPD says they don't know where Ross or CMC got their information about the alleged involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshears, that "Brothers in History. When or how will it come out???

The Nob Hill is undergoing a bit remodeling in history. When or how will it come out???

More "garbage" on the CMC SNAFU! It has left behind him a path of death and destruction wherever he has gone." And it went on to say that Broshears had been "convicted of non-involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshears, that the CMC Carnival blaming Broshears for every thing except the bombing of Hiroshima, Ross had a few things to make him say the things he did. The SFPD says they don't know where Ross or CMC got their information about the alleged involvement of Rev. Brothers, but it is totally un-trust. Brothers' lawyer has never even spoken to anyone of CMC or Ross on the subject.

How to buy LEGAL STIMULANTS by the hundreds and thousands mail order and wholesale for more information send a S.A.E. to CENTRAL PHARMACAL 1708 Central S.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

CNC M.B.S.

More "paraph" on the CMC SNAFU!! It has been learned than due to the false tales told by competitor Bob Ross of the B.A.R. and non-involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshears, a six hundred question deposition will be served on Mr. Robert Ross as a result of his tale of truth concerning the non-involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshers...in history. When or how will it come out???

Several new dancers at the Screening Room! The Nob Hill Cinema is still showing that super fine flick "Rear Deliveries." Lee Mandle can make a front delivery here anytime he wants. Not while the film is on screen tho...at night!

Fred Halsted has a "new" film...excuse me, new one. The SFPD says they don't know where Ross or CMC got their information about the alleged involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshears, that "Brothers in History. When or how will it come out???

The Nob Hill is undergoing a bit remodeling in history. When or how will it come out???

More "garbage" on the CMC SNAFU! It has left behind him a path of death and destruction wherever he has gone." And it went on to say that Broshears had been "convicted of non-involvement of the Rev. Ray Broshears, that the CMC Carnival blaming Broshears for every thing except the bombing of Hiroshima, Ross had a few things to make him say the things he did. The SFPD says they don't know where Ross or CMC got their information about the alleged involvement of Rev. Brothers, but it is totally un-trust. Brothers' lawyer has never even spoken to anyone of CMC or Ross on the subject.

How to buy LEGAL STIMULANTS by the hundreds and thousands mail order and wholesale for more information send a S.A.E. to CENTRAL PHARMACAL 1708 Central S.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
**Cream of the top**

**TOPMAN**

...he knows his place!

---

**LIVE PERFORMANCES DAILY!**

**Screening Room Theatre**

220 JONES STREET • 673-3384

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. • LATE SHOW 'FRI. & SAT.

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!
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5 p.m.
Next Party Date:
Friday Nov. 21st
and every other Friday thereafter.

Nov. 23rd
and every other Sunday thereafter.

"The Place To End Up in San Francisco!"

THE ENDEP
6th & Harrison
San Francisco, 94109
(415) 495-9550

THE ENDEP
5 p.m.
Next Party Date:
Friday Nov. 21st
and every other Friday thereafter.

Nov. 23rd
and every other Sunday thereafter.

"The Place To End Up in San Francisco!"
The Locker Room has 100's of Video Tapes & Films at low low prices! Exclusive Distributor for Colt and Target in S.F.

LOCKER ROOM
Bookstore
1038 POLK Street

The Tibby Ross film classics are here, available for the first time in Video Tape (Beta/VHS). Also we have all the Gage Bros. films, Kymco City, The Squealer, Hot Dog King, John Linder, and the Grindr tape. Also Jack Wrangler's 'Navy Blue.' OPEN 24 HOURS, we have the films and tapes you are looking for! PLUS we have a large selection of magazines, toys, books!

* Open 24 hours
* Movie arcades
* Games
* Paraphernalia
* Guide/Maps
* Leather-goods
* Rubber-goods
* Periodicals
* Local Gay papers

**That's TAHOE TOMMY the Gay Ann Margaret above. Tommy could pull that full pan of pie on page 47!!! Nice and hot!!!

A Dante Francesco h湖北省 is looking to get back to the San Francisco Gay Community. He does look like the tool mayor doesn't he? Speaking of Mayor Feinstein... He's not the only tool around. We have a brand new story that'll make you laugh and cry at the same time! STEPHANIE's a champagne-loving businesswoman in the Castro, who was caught red-handed leading an impromptu flash mob in the middle of Market St. She was found not looking bent and beautiful, with a group of people shouting political slogans! It's a perfect example of a pantyless chick with a typewriter! Tommy's got it all! Join the fun at the Locker Room!

Dr. Harry's Tonic

That's TOMMY, one of the handsomest young men in the Bay Area, standing at the left here! Yesterday's fun with the Old Bell Saloon was at the Friday night! The "terrible thing Ray Broshears..." the laughs didn't stop! Everyone asked who had the best? BILLY of course! The Billy nursery rhymes!!!

BOBBY CHANCE is following in the footsteps of Rosie. Rheumy eyes... you guys need to ask! How many of my cunt members here. Rosie on the air EMERSON?... But Bobby is the one that will be the next to lead the coolest political slogans soon. Chicago Boys! It's the best! And don't forget the Jewelers of Nevada who is a Rosie budddy budddy!

Speaks of the walking-socks... how do you do if someone who bought something from you would pay at least some of $1,700 worth?? Who? This only creates them! Ms. Daly is a buddy of the evil Mayor who says she is going to close down all the gloryholes (GH's) and most all pornshops!

The unions stuck it to the Tavern Guild... $1,700 worth??? who? This only creates them! Ms. Daly is a buddy of the evil Mayor who says she is going to close down all the gloryholes (GH's) and most all pornshops!

Construction has begun at the SF Eagle at last. So glad to see Ms. Marcus admit the truth for once in his life. Ms. Marcus and Jackie Sue alias James A. really should get together in a separate club, you know. Now. Tony is now king at the Bulldog. "<eo guy who is wor-

CHOCTAW the Gay-Ann Margaret above. Good to hear the voice of Guy Strsit again. Wish him the best of luck in New York. About time too!!!!!!

Mr. Marcus is a buddy of the evil Mayor who says she is going to close all the gloryholes (GH's) and most all pornshops!

Well, the Mockingbird is closing for this issue, see you on our new format! The WFTG is a hit! The WFTG is... a hit! The WFTG is... a hit!

That's TAHOE TOMMY the Gay Ann Margaret above. Tommy could pull that full pan of pie on page 47!!! Nice and hot!!!

A Dante Francesco h湖北省 is looking to get back to the San Francisco Gay Community. He does look like the tool mayor doesn't he? Speaking of Mayor Feinstein... He's not the only tool around. We have a brand new story that'll make you laugh and cry at the same time! STEPHANIE's a champagne-loving businesswoman in the Castro, who was caught red-handed leading an impromptu flash mob in the middle of Market St. She was found not looking bent and beautiful, with a group of people shouting political slogans! It's a perfect example of a pantyless chick with a typewriter! Tommy's got it all! Join the fun at the Locker Room!
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BOBBY CHANCE is following in the footsteps of Rosie. Rheumy eyes... you guys need to ask! How many of my cunt members here. Rosie on the air EMERSON?... But Bobby is the one that will be the next to lead the coolest political slogans soon. Chicago Boys! It's the best! And don't forget the Jewelers of Nevada who is a Rosie budddy budddy!

Speaks of the walking-socks... how do you do if someone who bought something from you would pay at least some of $1,700 worth?? Who? This only creates them! Ms. Daly is a buddy of the evil Mayor who says she is going to close down all the gloryholes (GH's) and most all pornshops!

Construction has begun at the SF Eagle at last. So glad to see Ms. Marcus admit the truth for once in his life. Ms. Marcus and Jackie Sue alias James A. really should get together in a separate club, you know. Now. Tony is now king at the Bulldog. "<eo guy who is wor-
IT'S HELD OVER ~ GOING STRONG

WILLIAM HIGGINS' HOTTEST FILM EVER!

REAR DELIVERIES

starring

LEE MARLIN
SHAUN VICTORS

RICK LINDLEY  DERRICK STANTON
GUY de SILVA  GREG DALE
ROD CANYON  BENJAMIN BARKER
MARC ERICSON  ROB STEVENS

THE ROB HILL CINEMA
729 BUSH ST.  TELE: 781-9463

FOR FIFTH EROTIC WEEK